We report demonstration of radiation hardness and environmental robustness of AlGaN deep UV Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) and deep UV Photodiodes, and their applications in space science instruments for AC charge management, and in High Energy Density Physics diagnostics.
Introduction
The frontier of physics research is rapidly advancing into extreme conditions. Unprecedented radiation hardness and environment robustness are required in the new endeavors of deep space exploration and high energy density physics (HEDP) experiments. The Europa Jupiter System Mission (EJSM) instruments will be irradiated with a total fluence of 10 12 protons/cm 2 during the space journey. National Ignition Facility (NIF) break even shots will have a neutron yield of 10 15 neutrons/shot or higher. In addition, large temperature variations and mechanical shocks are expected in these applications. To fulfill these urgent requirements, we have demonstrated radiation hard and environmentally robust AlGaN UV LED [1, 2, 5] and UV Photodiodes [3] [4] [5] , and their applications in payload charge management. We are further developing their applications in HEDP diagnostics. OSA/ CLEO 2011
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We further demonstrated UV LED operation lifetime over 26,000 hours in nitrogen rich environment, and 24,000 hours of operation in high vacuum without observing significant power drop and spectral shift. We tested UV LEDs and integrated packaged UV LED and UV photodiodes under stringent space qualification conditions involving 14g random vibrations, and 27 cycles of 100K temperature variations. The quality indicators of AlGaN semiconductor structure, such as voltage-current curve, emission spectra, and optical power exhibited no significant changes [5] . An automated test platform for UV LED and photodiodes is developed for efficient and consistent measurements.
AlGaN UV LED AC Charge Management
AlGaN UV LEDs are intrinsically fast devices, allowing fast modulation of UV optical emission. We have demonstrated UV LED AC charge management, wherein UV LED and auxiliary electrodes were modulated outside science signal band (30 μHz -1Hz), and photoelectrons were generated and steered to equalize the electric potentials of the proof mass and surrounding structures. In Fig. 3, bidirectional charge management, i.e., charging or discharging, was shown regardless of surface potential. These experiments are important to precision space gravitational science missions such as Laser Interferometric Space Antenna. UV LEDs are superior to traditional mercury vapor lamps in reliability and functionality. A dedicated UV LED satellite is to be launched in 2012.
AlGaN Photodiode and Photodiode Arrays
The AlGaN photodiodes with fast temporal response and radiation hardness are ideal for diagnostics of high yield HEDP experiments and inertia-confined laser fusion. We are developing photodiodes for energy measurements and photodiode arrays for spatially resolvable observations. The radiation-hardened AlGaN devices are more robust and efficient than film-based radiation mitigation.
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